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This is a four-minute video featuring Robert F. Kennedy Jr. and Dr. Andrew Kaufman that
explains exactly what is in the Gates/Fauci covid19 vaccine currently being developed by
Fauci’s own vaccine company, Moderna.

Most of the vaccines currently under process by big pharma are likewise mRNA vaccines, a
type never before used on humans.

The Gates/Fauci vaccine against covid-19 is no ordinary vaccine. It uses three needles, two
of which are electrodes that will alter the DNA of every cell in the body.

Gates and Fauci have bypassed all required phase-one animal testing, normally a 10-year
testing requirement, as well as human safety testing. This assault on our bodies will likely
be issued as mandatory, since it is being developed under emergency powers. Trump’s
attorney, Alan Dershowitz, has stated categorically that “you have no constitutional right to
refuse a vaccine”.

.

 

Republicans amended the Democrat’s bill to track and surveil all Americans in our homes.
Their main concern about this latest stimulus bill (which includes the HR 6666 Trace Act) is
to indemnify those doctors who may injure you with the countless mandatory vaccines being
planned.

In other words, neither party is demonstrating any interest in protecting the health or civil
liberties  of  American  citizens.  They  are  interested  in  protecting  the  profits  of  insurance
companies.

There now exist five proven cures for this virus, in wide use throughout the world but falsely
maligned  in  the  US,  all  of  which  are  safe,  effective,  cheap  and  available.  (IV  Vitamin  C,
Interferon alpha B, ivermectin, hyperbaric oxygen therapy, and hydroxychloroquine and
zinc, which has been in use safely for 30 years)

Big Pharma cannot make money from any of the proven cures – which explains their temper
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tantrums and demand for useless but expensive vaccines. Useless, because in 30 years of
research scientists have never been able to create a corona virus vaccine that worked and
was safe for humans.

For a more detailed scientific analysis of the profound hazards of mRNA vaccines, I include
this from a colleague in the gene modification field.

An  RNA  vaccine  like  this  has  never  been  approved  for  human  use  but  it  has  been
successfully used with animals. But the bar is much lower for animals – you don’t care if a
few die. This is a risky approach. They take the genome of the virus and then snip out the
mRNA for just the S protein which binds to ACE2.

Then they use a vector to get the mRNA into the human cells so it is expressed and some
cells will translate the mRNA’s codons into the amino acid peptide of the S protein and
present it on the cell surface.

Those S proteins will be detected by the IgM antibody on a B-Cell surface and start the
cascade of events that leads to production of protective IgG antibodies. The human cells will
be seen as infected and will be killed. So you do lose a little bit of tissue. Some will feel as if
they  have  the  flu.  You  hope  the  correct  mRNA  is  included  and  you  don’t  accidentally
introduce  the  whole  genome  of  the  virus.  And  the  IgG  will  probably  last  for  two  years.

But if you get ADE after the virus mutates then this could result in a much worse illness later
on. But we don’t know if ADE will happen. Generally a safer method is to just produce S
protein on a wet bench and inject just the S protein to form an immune response but when
this was tried with SARS it made the disease worse not better. Live attenuated viruses were
tested for SARS but they reverted to wild type and killed the host. Risky stuff!

Below is RFK Jr’s commentary about the pump-and-dump scheme evidently promulgated by
Fauci for the stock of his vaccine company, Moderna. His human trials have not only failed;
they have landed 9 test subjects in the hospital in serious condition.

Robert F. Kennedy Jr. This morning, Moderna was up 39% and rising on the
news of its “successful” COVID vaccine trials. All 5 networks were parroting
Moderna’s  claim that  its  fast  track  clinical  trial  was  a  triumph.  Then  our
Instagram exposed the entire canard as smoke and mirrors;the shocking 20%
“serious” injury rate (medical intervention or hospitalization required)among
the extremely healthy volunteers in the high-dose group means the vaccine is
DOA.

Worse yet,the vaccine appears to trigger production of the kind of “binding
antibodies” that presage the “pathogenic priming” that caused deaths and
severe injuries among animals and children in earlier tests of experimental
coronavirus vaccines. Following the release of our analysis,alert Wall Street.
speculators shorted Moderna’s stock and investors began selling off.

Savants realized that Moderna’s biggest inside investor had been dumping
shares all week. Moments ago,former SEC Lawyer Jacob Frankel appeared on
CNBC calling for a criminal investigation and possible trading suspension.

The  sell-off  has  forced  Moderna’s  embarrassed  media  boosters  (CNN)  to
reassess their sunny credulity at the clinical trials. In earlier times,a dangerous
vaccine like this would have sailed through HHS’s corrupt approval process.
CDC  would  have  reflexively  mandated  it  for  75  million  children.  For  the  first
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time the public is watching how the sausage gets made. This experience gives
me hope that  we can kill  these boondoggle vaccines the way one expels
cockroaches–with sunlight. We might even succeed in training the press to do
their own research and recognize fraud before they are once again gulled and
humiliated by Fauci and his crooked cronies.

“Anti-vax” is a loaded term, like “conspiracy theorist”, used to dismiss and marginalize and
berate  all  scientific  evidence  that  contradicts  the  deep  state  agenda  and  big  pharma’s
profit-driven  propaganda.

*
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